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1. Introduction

More than twenty years passed since the general plan for the CompHEP project development
[1] was proposed. The primary version of CompHEP used the Pascal language for PC AT and
generated automatically REDUCE [2] format code for the squared amplitude corresponding to
a gauge-invariant set of diagrams [3]. It was expected that analytic results for differential and
total cross sections could be obtained and then used to explain an experimental data. Obviously
such strategy of development did not allow to reduce bulky symbolic expressions for complete
sets of tree-level diagrams to an acceptable form, this motivated the development of FORTRAN
code automatic generation modules amenable to the following Monte Carlo (MC) integration by
means of BASES generator [4] which was provided by the GRACE [5] team. Jointly, although
using different methods, MC calculations were performed for a large set of processes [6], which
has allowed to test reliably all the algorithms involved. First phenomenological applications were
related toγeandγγ modes of JLC and TESLA colliders [7], in the following the channels of four-
fermion production at LEP2 were analysed at complete tree-level [8]. Numerous tests of CompHEP
and GRACE algorithms and comparisons of results for a large set of of physical channels were of
prime importance for the following applications to leptonic and hadronic collider physics.

In latest years extensive generation of unweighted events and important analyses for Tevatron
and LHC colliders have been performed by means of CompHEP version 4 [9]. Recently the single
top quark production at the Tevatronpp̄ collider was similated. CompHEP based calculations of
complete tree-level sets of diagrams and the following event generation at the next-to-leading order
(NLO) level were used for the first direct observation of a single top quark signal in D0 experi-
ment [10]. Experimental detection of a single top quark is important for searches of new physics.
Applications of CompHEP have been considered for the Higgs boson detection at the LHC in the
framework of the CMS collaboration. The simulation of the Higgs boson signal at the LHC can
be sensibly performed only for complete sets of tree-level diagrams, when the huge backgrounds,
typical for hadronic colliders, can be put under control. Note than in addition to the irreducible
background diagrams large contributions arise from the complete sets where jets are misidentified
as photons, which also must be carefully simulated. A numberof technical developments which
had been implemented for the single top quark simulation andare going to be used in the LHC
analyses are described in some details below.

2. Some aspects of simulation

The H → γγ decay is the most promising signal for the Higgs boson detection at the LHC
in the mass region from 115 to 150 GeV [11]. Full CMS detector simulation [12] for the vector
boson fusion (VBF) mode, where the photon pair is accompanied by two jets with large rapidity
[13], should be done using large enough unweighted event samples of QCD jet background. The
signal cross section is about 9 fb, while the QCD background is huge (of the order of 109 pb if
no preselection cuts are applied). It is especially important to estimate directly the two photon
misidentification background. Generator level (or partonic level) studies [14] which have been
using estimates for the rate at which a jet would be misidentified as a photon do not account for any
correlations within an event, use an oversimplified detector geometry when non-Gaussian tails in
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the resolution are not adequately simulated, and are generally speaking unsatisfactory for careful
analysis which is important in a complicated background environment of the hadronic collider.

In CompHEP calculation the backgrounds are defined on the level of complete tree-level dia-
gram sets

• The irreducible QCD backgroundγγ+2 jets from the 34 (u#,d#) partonic subprocesses 2→ 4
listed in Table 1. Main contribution comes from the subprocesses withu#-quark and gluon
in the initial stateu#g→ γγgu# andgu#→ γγgu#. The amplitude ofu#g→ γγgu# is given
by the sum of 15 Feynman diagrams shown in Fig.1. Subleading contributions come from
ū#g→ γγgū#, gū#→ γγgū#, u#u#→ γγu#u# andgg→ γγu#ū#.

• The misidentification QCD background in the channelpp→ γ+3 jets from 50 partonic sub-
processes 2→ 4 listed in Table 1. Main contribution comes from the subprocesses with
u#-quark and gluon in the initial stateu#g→ γggu# andgu#→ γggu#.

• The irreducible and misidentification electroweak backgrounds.1

Unacceptably large number of partonic subprocesses is significantly reduced using the approxima-
tions of block-diagonal CKM matrixVCKM = ((V,0)(0,1)) and massless quarks of the first and the
second generations [17]2 Diagrams can be separated into gauge invariant classes withthe scat-
tering, exchange or annihilation topologies applying in the following a transportation of Cabibbo
mixing from charged current vertices of the matrix element squared to the convolution of partonic
distribution functions (PDF’s). Trivial example of the simplification of quark combinatorics is
given by the process of two jet production in the scattering of one up-quark and one down-quark,
where 16 partonic subprocesses contribute: (1)ud→ ud, ud→ cd, ud→ us, ud→ cs; (2) us→ us,
us→ cs, us→ ud, us→ cd; (3) cd→ cd, cd→ ud, cd→ cs, cd→ us; (4) cs→ cs, cs→ us, cs→ cd,
cs→ ud. If we denote the matrix element for the scattering (neutralcurrent) topology byMsc and
the matrix element for the exchange (charged current) topology by Mex, then the hadronic-level
matrix element squared|M|2 can be rewritten in the form

( fu+ fc)( fd+ fs)(MscM
∗
sc+MexM

∗
ex)+2( fu fd cos2 θc+ fu fssin2 θc+ fc fd sin2 θc+ fc fscos2θc)MscM

∗
ex

where fi(x,Q2) are PDF’s for thei-th quark specie andθc is Cabibbo mixing angle. Such structure
of |M|2 is automatically generated by CompHEP in the schemes _SM_ud and _SM_qQ from the
list of build-in models. Corresponding input of the processstring isu#d#→ u#d# where the ’hash’
symbol specifies up- and down-quarks as subjects of the abovementioned simplifying procedures.

Cross sections in Table 1 for the irreducible background arecalculated at thepT ≥20 GeV for
photons and jets and the separation∆Ri j ≥0.4. For the reducible background additional preselec-
tion of two jets in the opposite hemispheres with the rapidity gap greater then 3.5 is introduced.
CompHEP package evaluates precisely the squared amplitudes for all 34/50 partonic subprocesses

1Important sources which were carefully calculated, however, details are not describeded here. The cross section
for the irreducible electroweak background (20 partonic subprocesses) is only 0.33 fb, but the event topology is very
similar to the signal.

2In the case under consideration 4404 diagrams in 260 subprocesses (when the two quark generations are accounted
for) are reduced to only 618 diagrams in 34 subproceses.
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of the irreducible/misidentification backgrounds by meansof adaptive Monte-Carlo integration
and then generates unweighted events at the partonic level with the following shower evolution and
hadronization interfaced to PYTHIA [15]. For example, diagrams of the leading QCD partonic
subprocessug→ γγgu of the irreducible background are shown in Fig.1.
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Figure 1: Complete set of 2→ 4 tree level diagrams for the partonic subprocess No.7 (see the list of
subprocesses in Table 1)u#g→ γγu#g.

Note that no any effective approximations are used in the event generation by CompHEP. The
event generators which are using built-in software libraries for 2→ 2 matrix elements ’upgrade’
them to the level of 2→ 4 in the framework of the scheme

A34 = Iu
g ⊗ Ig

u ⊗A10(uū→ γγ)+ Iu
γ ⊗ Ig

u ⊗ [A2(uū→ γg)+A5(uū→ γg)]

+ [A4(ug→ uγ)+A6(ug→ uγ)+A9(ug→ uγ)+A11(ug→ uγ)]⊗Fu
γ ⊗Fu

g

+ Iu
γ ⊗A1(ug→ uγ)⊗Fu

g + Iu
g ⊗A12(ug→ uγ)⊗Fu

γ

+ Ig
g ⊗ [A8(ug→ uγ)+A15(ug→ uγ)]⊗Fu

γ + Iu
γ ⊗ Ig

g ⊗A3(ug→ uγ)

+ Iu
γ ⊗A7(ug→ ug)⊗Fu

γ +[A13(ug→ ug)+A14(ug→ ug)]⊗Fu
γ ⊗Fu

γ

where, for example,Iu
g × Ig

u ⊗A10(uū→ γγ) denotes the ladder diagram No.10 in Fig.1 evaluated as
the convolution of the 2→ 2 subprocessuū→ γγ amplitude with the two splitting functionsIu

g(z)
andIg

u(z) which define in the collinear approximation the inital stateradiative corrections. The final
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state radiative corrections are denoted byF i
j (z) (for the partonic speciej radiated fromi with the

momentum fractionzcalculated as the leading log splitting function). While the agreement of total
rates with such approximations is usually rather good, large deviations of distributions and event
orientation may take place. For example, jets are effectively generated from the gluon radiation in
the initial state of the 2→ 2 subprocessqq̄→ γγ (see the first term inA34), while in CompHEP they
evolve from two partons which are in the final state of various2→ 4 channels, see Table 1. Much
enhanced jet activity in the central region is natural to expect with various diagrams ofs-channel
topologies (see e.g. diagrams 9,11,13 in Fig.1). Diagrams beyond thet-channel quark exchange
qq̄ → γγ lead to broader rapidity distributions∆yγγ and∆y jet, jet , the latter is especially important
in view of the procedure for Higgs signal separation.

The only essential procedure beyond the automatic computation regime of CompHEP that
must be performed by the user and which critically reduces the computation time and improves the
quality of results is the procedure of phase space parametrization with the following replacements
of phase space variables, which remove numerous ”peaks” of the squared amplitude. Efficient
Monte Carlo (MC) integration in the presence of multiple ”peaks” associated with radiation of
photons and gluons leading to the well-known collinear and infrared poles is very untrivial. Sin-
gularities also appear in the case when photons or gluons split into light quark-antiquark pairs or
gluon splits into a pair of gluons. Such ”fine tuning of the numerical interface” oftenly causes
questions, so as a useful example we show in Fig.2 a set of phase space regularizations for the
subprocessu#g→ γγgu#, see diagrams in Fig.1.

Momentum |> Mass <|> Width <| Power|
13 |0 |0 |1
14 |0 |0 |1
15 |0 |0 |1
25 |0 |0 |1
26 |0 |0 |1
134 |0 |0 |2
135 |0 |0 |2
145 |0 |0 |2
236 |0 |0 |2
256 |0 |0 |2
246 |0 |0 |2
36 |0 |0 |1
46 |0 |0 |1
56 |0 |0 |1
356 |0 |0 |2
456 |0 |0 |2
346 |0 |0 |2
12 |0 |0 |2

Figure 2: The set of 18 phase space mappings (kinematical regularizations) in CompHEP format for the
main subprocessu#g→ γγgu# , see diagrams in Fig.1 and cross sections in Table 1. Numbers in the process
string are assigned as 12→ 3456. Defaultt-channel kinematical scheme 12→ 3,456, 456→ 4,56 is used.
With a reasonable number of MC sample points of the order of 105 for the one MC iteration, the accuracy
of the cross section calculation with these mappings introduced reaches 0.2-0.3 % (at the 1σ level) with ten
iterations. The efficiency of unweighted event generation exceeds 10−3.

The first regularization labeled ’13’ in the left column in Fig.2 removes the first-order 1/t
pole for the transferred momentumt13 = (p1− p3)

2, see diagrams 1-8, wherep1 is theu#-quark
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momentum (first particle in the process string) andp3 is the photon momentum (third particle
in the list). Analogously, the second regularization labeled ’14’ in the left column, removes the
pole of the second photon (particle number 4 in the process string). The lines ’15’ and ’25’ are
introduced to regularize the poles of diagrams 10, 12 and 14.The sixth regularization labeled 134
regularizes the second-order polet134 = (p1 − p3− p4) in the central part of the ladder diagrams
2 and 3, which is not cancelled to the first-order pole, as it happens witht13,...t26 due toU(1)em

gauge invariance of the amplitude. The regularization ’356’ is introduced to remove thes-channel
quark poles in diagrams 4,6,9 and 11, which appear whens356= (p3+ p5+ p6)

2 is very small. The
second-order peaks associated with vector bosons occur in the electroweak background diagrams.
More examples of phase-space mappings can be found in [23]. High quality of unweighted events
can be achieved, see some examples of distributions in Fig.3.

An information about colorless pairs (socalled color chains), needed to be trasnferred to
PYTHIA package for simulation of jet fragmentation and hadronization, is obtained by decom-
position of the color structures of diagramsCcol for a given partonic subprocess over the color basis
in the limit Nc → inf: Mcol = ΣCi

colti , whereti t j = δi j . For each unweighted event a set of color
chains is generated. Events of various subprocesses are mixed randomly in one event flow taking
into account their relative weightsσi/Σσi , whereσi is the cross section of thei-th subprocess, see
Table 1.

Most recent CompHEP version 4.5 (2009) provides the user with scripts to carry out noninter-
active calculations in both symbolic and numerical modes onfarms with parallel processors. PBS
and LSF batch calculation shells are supported. The first unified format for unweighted events,
LHA (Les Houches Accord) [18], which is used for transferring events from automatic calcula-
tion systems to the programs for showering and hadronisation, PYTHIA and HERWIG, and the
following extensions, LHAPDF (for standartization of partonic distribution functions) [19], SUSY
LHA (format for supersymmetric extensions of the SM, e.g. SUGRA and GMSB) [20], and LHE
(universal format for unweighted events with HEPML descriptions) [21], have been implemented
in CompHEP output. Support of the BSM LHA format [22] is in progress. Generation of ROOT-
format source files have been developed for efficient construction of particle distributions. Monte
Carlo event database (MCDB of CMS) has been developed as the universal shell for storing the
unveighted events produced by different generators in the abovementioned universal formats.

Important development related not only to CompHEP but to allevent generators which are
able to produce an output in the universal format is a centralMonte Carlo events database (MCDB)
of CERN. It follows from the existing experience that the correct MC simulation of complicated
multiparticle exclusive channels requires a rather sophisticated expertise. Rather often differ-
ent experimental collaborations request an information from authors of MC generators relevant
to the case of the same unweighted event samples, so various event samples stored in a public
database could help to prevent losses of human and computingresourses. A proposal for LCG
MCDB project was presented in 2003 at the Les Houches workshop. More details can fe found at
http://mcdb.cern.ch
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subprocess σ , [pb] σ
σmax

subprocess σ , [pb] σ
σmax

1 u#,u#→ A,A,u#,u# 2.33 0.18 u#,u#→ A,G,u#,u# 514.1 0.36
2 u#,U#→ A,A,u#,U# 1.63 0.13 u#,U#→ A,G,u#,U# 123.2 0.09
3 u#,U#→ A,A,d#,D# 0.08 0.01 u#,U#→ A,G,d#,D# 0.3 0.00
4 u#,U#→ A,A,G,G 0.70 0.05 u#,U#→ A,G,G,G 2.4 0.00
5 u#,d#→ A,A,u#,d# 1.03 0.08 u#,d#→ A,G,u#,d# 208.1 0.15
6 u#,D#→ A,A,u#,D# 0.48 0.04 u#,D#→ A,G,u#,D# 101.4 0.07
7 u#,G→ A,A,G,u# 12.59 1.00 u#,G→ A,u#,u#,U# 52.5 0.04
8 U#,u#→ A,A,u#,U# 1.64 0.13 U#,G→ A,u#,d#,D# 30.3 0.02
9 u#,U#→ A,A,d#,D# 0.08 0.01 u#,G→ A,G,G,u# 1397.7 1
10 U#,u#→ A,A,G,G 0.70 0.06 U#,u#→ A,G,u#,U# 125.7 0.09
11 U#,U#→ A,A,U#,U# 0.23 0.02 U#,u#→ A,G,d#,D# 0.3 0.00
12 U#,d#→ A,A,U#,d# 0.26 0.02 U#,u#→ A,G,G,G 2.4 0.00
13 U#,D#→ A,A,U#,D# 0.19 0.02 U#,U#→ A,G,U#,U# 19.1 0.01
14 U#,G→ A,A,G,U# 2.94 0.23 U#,d#→ A,G,U#,d# 41.9 0.03
15 d#,u#→ A,A,u#,d# 1.02 0.08 U#,D#→ A,G,U#,D# 17.2 0.01
16 d#,U#→ A,A,U#,d# 0.26 0.02 U#,G→ A,u#,U#,U# 8.5 0.01
17 u#,d#→ A,A,u#,d# 0.08 0.01 U#,G→ A,U#,d#,D# 4.5 0.00
18 d#,D#→ A,A,u#,U# 0.03 0.00 U#,G→ A,G,G,U# 196.5 0.14
19 d#,D#→ A,A,d#,D# 0.08 0.01 d#,u#→ A,G,u#,d# 206.9 0.15
20 d#,D#→ A,A,G,G 0.03 0.00 d#,U#→ A,G,U#,d# 41.9 0.03
21 d#,G→ A,A,G,d# 0.49 0.04 d#,d#→ A,G,d d# 49.7 0.03
22 D#,u#→ A,A,u#,D# 0.48 0.04 d#,D#→ A,G,u#,U# 0.1 0.00
23 D#,U#→ A,A,u#,D# 0.19 0.02 d#,D#→ A,G,d#,D# 23.3 0.02
24 D#,d#→ A,A,u#,U# 0.03 0.00 d#,D#→ A,G,G,G 0.4 0.00
25 D#,d#→ A,A,d#,D# 0.08 0.01 d#,G→ A,u#,U#,d# 23.9 0.02
26 D#,d#→ A,A,G,G 0.03 0.00 d#,G→ A,d#,d#,D# 8.0 0.00
27 D#,D#→ A,A,D#,D# 0.02 0.00 d#,G→ A,G,G,d# 195.2 0.14
28 D#,G→ A,A,G,D# 0.23 0.02 D#,u#→ A,G,u#,D# 98.7 0.07
29 G,u#→ A,A,G,u# 12.60 1.00 D#,U#→ A,G,U#,D# 17.6 0.01
30 G,U#→ A,A,G,U# 2.92 0.23 D#,d#→ A,G,u#,U# 0.1 0.00
31 G,d#→ A,A,G,d# 0.49 0.04 D#,d#→ A,G,d#,D# 23.2 0.02
32 G,D#→ A,A,G,D# 0.24 0.02 D#,d#→ A,G,G,G 0.4 0.00
33 G,G→ A,A,u#,U# 2.81 0.22 D#,D#→ A,G,D#,D# 9.0 0.00
34 G,G→ A,A,d#,D# 0.18 0.01 D#,G→ A,u#,U#,D# 9.6 0.00
35 D#,G→ A,d#,D#,D# 2.8 0.00
36 D#,G→ A,G,G,D# 69.1 0.05
37 G,u#→ A,u#,u#,U# 53.3 0.04
38 G,u#→ A,u#,d#,D# 29.7 0.02
39 G,u#→ A,G,G,u# 1400.0 1
40 G,U#→ A,u#,U#,U# 9.5 0.00
41 G,U#→ A,U#,d#,D# 4.5 0.00
42 G,U#→ A,G,G,U# 198.6 0.14
43 G,d#→ A,u#,U#,d# 23.8 0.02
44 G,d#→ A,d#,d#,D# 7.7 0.00
45 G,d#→ A,G,G,d# 190.9 0.13
46 G,D#→ A,u#,U#,D# 9.9 0.00
47 G,D#→ A,G,G,D# 2.9 0.00
48 G,D#→ A,G,G,D# 68.8 0.05
49 G,G→ A,G,u#,U# 277.9 0.20
50 G,G→ A,G,d#,D# 69.5 0.05

all pp→ A,A, j, j 47.24 pp→ A, j, j, j 5970.4

Table 1: Cross sections of individual partonic subprocesses contributing to irreducible (left column) and
misidentification (right column) backgroundspp→ γγ+2 jets andpp→ γ+3 jets. CompHEP notationu#
andd# for up and down quarks (U# andD# for antiquarks) is introduced to calculate conveniently Feynman
diagrams with numerous possible combinations of initial and final quarks with different flavors (see [17] for
details). The parameter valuesαe =1/137 (i.e.e=0.3029) andαs =0.1298 (gs =

√
4παs =1.2772). PDF set

CTEQ5L [16], PDF factorization scale 50 GeV.
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Figure 3: Partonic level distributionsdσ/dMγγ anddσ/dyγγ for the processpp→ γγ + 2 jets generated
using 500K QCD unweighted event sample.

3. Summary

The ideology of automatic generation of amplitudes and the precise Monte Carlo calculation
of complete tree-level diagram sets with the subsequent generation of unweighted events demon-
strated over the last two decades its efficiency for direct simulation of processes in Tevatron and
LHC detectors.

Main directions of CompHEP development in the recent years have been (1) porting the com-
putation of numerous partonic subprocesses and the generation of unweighted events to multi-
processor farms, important in particular for LHC simulations, where the number of subprocesses
that must be accounted for amounts to several hundred, (2) creation of interfaces to the programs
for parton showering and hadronization and for detector simulation packages, (3) development of
universal formats for output event files.

The number of studies which are using various extensions of the Standard Model in Com-
pHEP format, published by users of the package, is impressively large. However one should note
that beyond the ”proliferation” of chiralSU(2) multiplets and singlets of fundamental fermions,
CompHEP version 4 provides rather restricted possibilities for work with models of higher-rank
gauge symmetry groups. Rich possibilities are going to be implemented in version 5 of CompHEP,
which includes the symbolic calculation kernel based on FORM [24].

Note that fully automatic software packages for calculations at the one-loop level or at the NLO
level of accuracy do not exist at present time, although intense work is being performed to create
them. Although CompHEP is a tree-level package, in a number of cases next-to-leading order
(NLO) corrections can be included. At the tree-levelN-particle final state the NLO correction
pp→ N + 1 to the pp→ N can be always calculated. NLO structure functions,K-factors and
other local effective factors from multiloop diagrams can be taken into account. However in each
particular case correct matching of tree-level to NLO result should be carefully analyzed with an
appropriate choice of the corresponding energy/momentum separation or factorization scales.

Acknowlegements. Work was partially supported by grants ADTP 3341, RFBR 10-02-00525-a, NS
1456.2008.2 and FAP contract 5163.
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